Voting for Activist of the Year at the RA

• **Facebook Live Stream from the RA** - NEW ACTIVITY! Delegates will create a Facebook Live video to spread the word about the DeVos-Voucher agenda. There will be a training video running at the PAC booth along with an instruction and information card. When the video is posted, delegates will need to show staff at the Member Engagement area of the PAC booth to vote.

• **GOTV Postcards for VA and NJ** - Delegates will stop by the PAC booth to pick up five postcards for Get Out The Vote efforts in VA and NJ. Delegates will be allowed to vote when they return the postcards.

• **PAC Donation** - Delegates who bring their “T-Shirt” receipt to the voting area will be allowed a vote for Activist of the Year. There will be a special bonus for those also showing staff their PAC Go-Page.

• **LAC Action** - Delegates will be able to email or tweet their Members of Congress on the proposed Trump budget. They will be able to vote once they have completed this action.